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Executive Summary 
The demands on business to deliver more with less, differentiate services, and fundamentally continue to adapt and 
change to the "speed of business" has never been more than it is today. These business challenges always flow 
down to IT and applications. IT has more and more demands to "be more flexible," "react faster," "be more 
innovative," "scale larger," "improve performance," all while making sure the applications never go down! 
Adapting your IT to reflect the Speed of Business is ultimately vital in today's dynamic and fast-moving world. As we 
drill down into those applications at enterprises large and small - Microsoft SQL Server is at the heart and core of 
those applications. As such, the demands on IT organizations from their leadership to the DBA’s to the Storage 
Architects are ever-increasing efforts to get the most out of SQL Server. 

This reference architecture is a template for customers and partners: 

● Who are looking for a step-function change in SQL Server to optimize their environment
● Eliminate storage as the bottleneck
● Want to do more with the same SQL Server licenses and same hardware it runs on (optimize costs)
● Looking to leverage VMware to optimize assets and operational efficiencies, but feel:

o The VMware performance “tax” is too high
o Some may have a few applications they can’t move as the performance penalty will be too high.

● Looking to change to a new storage infrastructure and are interested in seeing how and what that
infrastructure can provide to SQL Server

Goals And Objectives 

This document tells you how to deploy SQL Server on a Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array (HFA). This includes 
information on why a high-performance storage array with ultra-low latency can benefit SQL Server and how to tune 
SQL Server to get the most out of your investment. It also includes performance testing numbers, scaling a SQL 
Server configuration, network considerations, and "how and why" latency matters in SQL Server.  

To learn more about Pavilion or gain access to our detailed Deployment and Implementation guides for SQL Server 
on bare metal and VMware, talk to Pavilion at info@pavilion.io or visit Pavilion's website.  These guides give step-by-
step instructions for deploying SQL Server in general and optimizing SQL Server to take the best advantage of the 
Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array.

Audience 

This Reference Architecture is intended for IT Leadership, Database Administrators (DBAs), Storage Administrators, 
System Administrators, and anyone who wants to learn more about how and why the Pavilion HFA enables a 
Microsoft SQL Server solution to perform more consistently, scale more effectively, and fundamentally run faster. The 
benefits of the Pavilion HFA for SQL Server do not require a bare-metal Windows platform but benefit a virtual 
infrastructure, like VMware, also. This document assumes a working knowledge of Windows Server, Microsoft SQL 
Server setup and configuration, administration of Windows Server, and familiarity with storage provisioning and 
networking. 

Structure 

This Reference Architecture starts with an overview of the Pavilion HFA to give the reader an understanding of how 
the Pavilion HFA architecture is different and how it can optimize SQL Server to take advantage of its features. Next, 
it covers how to take advantage of the Pavilion HFA in a SQL Server environment, including performance and 
latency numbers. Subsequent sections include recommendations for a SQL Server environment using the Pavilion 
HFA. 

https://pavilion.io
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Summary of Findings 

Every application solution has bottlenecks, which can move based upon changing environments. For example, the 
bottleneck could be storage, network, CPU, memory, application code, or other things. Leveraging Pavilion's 
HyperParallel storage array will ensure that storage is no longer the bottleneck. In working with Pavilion's storage 
experts and SQL Server industry experts (like David Klee, Founder and Chief Architect of Heraflux Technologies), 
three things can materially affect SQL Server from a storage perspective: 

1. Latency matters in SQL Server. A lower write latency improves transaction commit time and will improve HA.
Pavilion measured SQL Server latency for a typical 64K block size used by SQL Server:

a. 169 µs for READs
b. 144 µs for WRITEs

2. Scalable concurrent IOs. The Pavilion HFA’s multi-controller architecture enables each database’s workload
to be spread out across multiple independent storage controllers, enabling more concurrent IO's –
separating transaction logs, temp DB, MDFs, NDFs, and the like

3. A growing SQL Server environment requires consistent, predictable, scalable IOs. The Pavilion HFA scales
IOs linearly as a workload grows.

Things are not fixed by a storage vendor adding NVMe drives to an existing storage array's architecture. It requires a 
product built from the ground up to support NVMe, like the Pavilion HFA. It has a multi-controller architecture, an 
internal PCIe backplane with 6.1Tb/s of bandwidth, and 72 NVMe drives, all in a dense 4RU configuration. All this 
can be delivered by NVMe-over-Fabrics (NVMe-oF) using modern protocols like NVMe-RoCE, which uses RDMA 
v2, and NVMe/TCP for Windows Server, Linux, and VMware 7. The NVMe-oF protocols of the Pavilion HFA deliver 
low latency for every IO from the host to the storage array, boosting SQL Server performance. Pavilion is the only 
array that uses certified NVMe/RoCE and NVMe/TCP drivers for Windows Server and VMware 7. Pavilion knows 
NVMe-oF as it has been a pioneer in the NVMe-oF space from the beginning. 

The Pavilion HFA boosting SQL Server performance is proven in bare metal, Linux, and VMware 7 environments. 
With the VMware ESXi 7 NVMe/RDMA driver, the Pavilion HFA delivers similar, identical, or better performance than 
Windows running on a bare metal server (see test results data later in this document). This is also proven by a 
customer who used a very large SQL Server sharding process that takes a large SQL Server database and splits it 
evenly among eight different SQL Server instances. They had a very complex report that ran on SQL Server that 
accessed data from all eight databases. They ran this report on a bare-metal Windows environment with Pavilion 
HFA and then moved to a VMware environment and saw the same performance with SQL Server in a VMware 
environment as SQL Server in a bare-metal Windows Server environment.  The sharding process worked exactly 
the same way and the large query ran much faster, all due to the Pavilion HFA and certified NVMe-oF drivers. 
This document will articulate how and why the Pavilion HFA helps SQL Server run faster, perform more consistently, 
and scale. A deep SQL Server expert, Microsoft MVP and SQL Server Expert, and a VMware vExpert, David Klee, 
the founder and CEO of Heraflux Technologies, summed it up as: 

“Pavilion storage underneath my critical SQL Servers is the first SAN to completely 
move the primary bottleneck to database performance away and above the storage 
device itself. Now, my bottleneck to performance is where it should be - database design 
and application code!” 

"SQL Server on VMware comprises the bulk of the servers we see in the wild. The 
unmatched performance that Pavilion offers allows me to reduce my SQL Server 
memory footprint,  pack more SQL Servers on the host while improving performance, 
and squeezing more out of my expensive SQL server licensing. Everybody wins!” 
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Pavilion HFA Overview 
Unrivaled Performance in A Data-Centric World 

Data is mission-critical, and the volume and velocity of data required to meet objectives are massive. Moreover, 
organizations extract actionable intelligence and insights in real-time from this data. Across all workloads, from AI/ML, 
Analytics, HPC, and the Edge, Pavilion accelerates applications while dramatically reducing the cost and complexity 
of data analytics. As a result, customers can take advantage of the Pavilion HFA's industry-leading performance and 
unlimited scale to achieve game-changing results and deliver a material impact to their organization. 

Unmatched Performance Density Scalability and Flexibility 

Accelerate applications while reducing cost and complexity 

The Pavilion HFA boosts SQL Server's performance with its ultra-low latency and ultra-high performance. The 
Pavilion HFA is the highest performance, lowest latency storage platform in the industry. It can scale across an 
unlimited number of arrays and unifies data with its high performance for block, file, and object workloads. The 
Pavilion HFA also has a flexible web-based user interface, or customers can use a broad ecosystem of open source 
and 3rd party product integration for greatly simplified management. It enables customers to get unprecedented 
insights from their data while substantially reducing footprint and costs by an ultra-dense 4RU platform with over 2PB 
of storage. 

Consistent Performance and Availability 

Have Both… 

SQL Server needs consistent high performance and full availability. Leveraging the power of Pavilion's unique 
architecture, with multiple controllers per array and support of NVMe-oF, delivers SQL Server massive performance, 
and its enterprise features ensure SQL Server data is always available. As a result, customers no longer must pick 
one or the other due to the limitations of legacy dual controller arrays or lack of enterprise features for their SQL 
Server data. 

NVMe-oF Performance 
Pavilion leads the industry to support NVMe-oF and wrote the initial patent for NVMe over Ethernet. It is built 
for NVMe from the ground up and is the only storage vendor to achieve certification on both VMware and 
Windows for its NVMe/TCP and NVMe/RDMA drivers. With the Pavilion HFA, NVMe is not shoe horned-in 
like many other vendors. The Pavilion HFA is superior to DAS, SDS, and AFAs and provides near-native 
NVMe performance to SQL Server applications like OLTP, BI, and analytics. In addition, Pavilion speeds SQL Server 
applications on Windows and VMware, enabling customers to derive actionable insights in a short 
amount of time from big and fast data workloads. 

The patented architecture of the Pavilion HFA provides its high-performance and ultra-low latency in a 
compact form factor that is more than twice as small as the nearest competitor, making it ideal for running 
SQL Server on Windows and VMware. Its ultra-low latency and ultra-high performance boost SQL Server operations, 
making it ideal for running SQL Server on Windows or VMware. The Pavilion HFA’s architecture 
lets you better use server resources, reducing rack space, power, and HVAC costs. Its multi-controller 
design enables SQL Server customers to architect their databases to avoid hot-spots, support more users/ 
processes, achieve continuous operations, and shatter backup windows. This revolutionary storage system 
offers the most performant, dense, scalable, and flexible storage in the universe. 
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Increase Availability and Reduce Deployment Risk 

Pavilion's patented data protection features always protect SQL Server's data to ensure it is always available when 
SQL Server needs it. 

Advanced data protection features only found on the Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array ensure that your data is 
always protected and available. Pavilion’s SWARM recovery leverages the power of multiple controllers to rebuild a 
failed NVMe drive at the rate of five minutes per TB, so rebuilds are fast and painless. 

Pavilion patent-pending data integrity features protect your valuable content from damage due to bit-rot or write 
errors, so you can sleep at night knowing your SQL Server data is safe. 

Built for maximum availability, the Pavilion HFA offers enterprise-grade support that includes 24x7x365 availability and 
uses a follow the sun support model. Designed for easy serviceability and enterprise-grade reliability, Pavilion 
HyperParallel Flash Arrays are trusted by the largest and most complex computing environments in the world. 

The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array 

Pavilion delivers unmatched performance in every class (Block, File, and Object). Linearly scaling performance 
numbers as the storage array grows and your SQL Server grows. The system can start small and grow big – up to 
2.2PB in 4 Rack Units, that’s over 20PB per rack. 

Impressive performance numbers for throughput and IOPS for both read and write workloads. But the key metric that 
is ultimately important for SQL Server and other high-performance databases is LATENCY. We will talk more about 
latency and how that affects SQL Server later in this document. 

The Pavilion HFA's unique and patented architecture is built from the ground up to support NVMe and NVMe-oF. The 
Pavilion HFA includes a 6.1Tb PCIe switch, any-to-any connectivity from up to 72 NVMe drives, up to 20 storage 
controllers, a cache-less & tier-less design, and 40 x 100GbE/EDR network ports or 10 x 200 HDR InfiniBand ports. 
See the diagram below for a brief overview of the Pavilion HFA's unique design.  
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SQL Server Storage Design Summary Recommendations 
To best optimize SQL Server for best storage latency and concurrency, these are two critical components of 
SQL Server that benefit from the Pavilion HFA: 

1. Latency matters most for SQL Server. In the subsequent sections, this document discusses latency and its
impact on SQL Server.

2. SQL Server can take advantage of the many-controller architecture of Pavilion. For example, SQL Server can
leverage hardware IO concurrency by spreading out volumes (where tables reside) on separate Pavilion HFA
controllers. Also, see the section on Physical Storage Load Balancing.

Pavilion also has a SQL Server resource page on our website that has several other resources that can be very 
valuable as you look to design and optimize your SQL Server environment. In these videos, David Klee from 
Heraflux Technologies shares tips and tricks for optimizing SQL Server IO performance from SQL Server latency 
to Physical and Virtual storage queuing to workload distribution.  

Access the resources page here. 

Latency Matters to SQL Server 

Latency matters in SQL Server. What do we mean by that? Pavilion’s very low write latency can have a positive 
"domino effect" on SQL Server. This ultra-low latency can materially help SQL Server improve transaction commit 
time and improve HA. 

The bottom line is that if writes can happen much faster, then: 

● This enables greater concurrency in SQL Server
● Which in turn allows either more databases on the same SQL Server instance and/or more concurrent users

on a SQL Server instance
● The net-net of all this means more utilization of both the hardware and software assets.
● This means lower SQL Server and host licensing costs

This low latency also has a massive effect in VMware environments. The impact of Pavilion's very low latency allows 
for lower memory requirements per VM for each SQL Server instance. Why is that so? 

● Memory is the storage read cache for SQL Server – so if the storage can "keep up" with the IO demands,
you don't need as much RAM

● This means more databases on the same instance of SQL Server on a given VM
● And/or it means more VMs on the same physical server

In the world of SQL Server on VMware, because of Pavilions ultra-low latency – we have seen on average a 30% to 
50% reduction in memory required (sometimes more), which translates directly to 30% to 50% fewer SQL Server 
licenses! 

Layout Your Database Across the Pavilion HFA’s Multiple Controllers 

Physical storage load balancing for each database benefits by leveraging the multi-controller architecture of the 
Pavilion HFAs. Most All Flash Arrays (AFAs) use a dual-controller architecture that may work well with a small or single 
DB but will bottleneck as SQL Server grows to require additional AFAs to be used. In addition, a typical AFA's 
architecture does not lend itself to parallelism and concurrency.  
This document does not provide all the answers, as the exact layout of your database "depends." It is imperative at a 
minimum to ensure your data files, transaction logs, tempdb objects are all in separate volumes. Then evaluate the IO 
demands on the various data files and tables to distribute those tables or workloads to separate volumes as 
appropriate. 

https://pavilion.io/resources/
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One of the unique value propositions for Pavilion is its many controller architecture (not traditional SAN-based dual-
controller designs). This also further ensures concurrency when these volumes are placed on separate controllers. In 
addition, this will enable and provide the most performant throughput and consistent latency at the SQL Server level. 
See the conceptual diagram below. 

It is vital to enable more databases to run on the same SQL Server instance and leverage Pavilion's many-controller 
architecture to spread out the volumes to different controllers. For example, you don't want all databases on a single 
SQL Server instance to have their data files and transaction logs on the same controller. See the example below. 

Scaling Matters – Consistent Predictable Scalable Performance and Low Latency 

As a result of Pavilion's many-controller architecture, we can physically start a system with four controllers and grow 
that to 20. We can also logically leverage that concept for SQL Server to begin with volumes on two or four 
controllers and later add volumes to other controllers. Since when you scale to new controllers, you get a linearly 
scalable amount of throughput. See our detailed testing results for more information. But for every controller on a 
Pavilion system, if you are using a 64KB block size, you will receive 6.31GB/s read and 2.61GB/s write, all at low 
microsecond latency. Because each controller is independent of the other, you get that same performance and 
latency each time you add a controller.  

In a virtualized environment, every resource (such as CPU, Memory, Storage, Network) have a queue associated with 
it. However, each VM thinks it has exclusive control of these resources, but they must wait in the queue for other 
VMs to perform their operations. VMware says that the ESXi host generates more commands than the queue depth 
permits, the excess commands are queued in VMkernel. This increases the latency or the time taken to complete a 
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request. If there are multiple virtualized SQL Server VMs each performing an operation, their requests start to stack 
up. Every VM behind it slows down, and their operations are bottlenecked. 

Looking at IO, when virtualized SQL Servers issue IO operations, and the IO is sent to a few LUNs on the SAN (for 
example, accessing the Log DB). If the SAN is tuned right (for example, using the Pavilion HFA with its low latency 
and high performance), and the interconnect is optimized, IO can become a primary bottleneck to achieving peak 
performance from the Pavilion HFA. The IO latency from these VMs is sub-optimal due to VMware's queue defaults 
for storage.  

Pavilion recommends that you investigate the VMware VMK adapter queues. You should change the physical HBA 
card type (for example, going from 10GbE to 100GbE) or vendor. You need to ensure you're using an ESXi driver 
that your vendor recommends as optimized for the HBA. Read VMware KB1267 for more details. 

Flexibility in Deployment Options – From Standalone to multiple HA Configurations 

Deploying SQL Server and leveraging the power and flexibility of Pavilion provides you with multiple deployment 
options. For example, from a standalone SQL Server using the NVMe-TCP or NVMe-RoCE block protocols to 
Pavilion, you can optimize a Microsoft SQL Server Failover Cluster instance and leverage NVMe-TCP to the Pavilion 
storage array. Pavilion also supports SQL Server Availability Groups to utilize either NVMe-TCP or NVMe-RoCE to 
Pavilion. 

What is very impressive is the power of Pavilion and VMware, and the remarkable performance numbers Pavilion 
has shown running Windows and SQL Server inside of VMware. In our performance testing in real-world 
production environments, we have seen a similar (and sometimes better) performance of SQL Server running inside 
a VM verses running that same instance on a bare-metal Windows Server. 
Bottom Line – the Pavilion HFA gives you the ultimate flexibility, all as its ultra-low-latency and lineally scalable high-
performance boost SQL Server operations! 
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Pavilion offers customers detailed implementation guides for deploying SQL Server on a Pavilion HFA running SQL 
Server on Windows and inside of VMware. These documents provide implementation guidance for deploying Pavilion 
storage in SQL Server and detailed SQL Server configuration and optimization tips. In addition, VMware vExpert, 
Microsoft MVP, and SQL Server expert, David Klee from Heraflux Technologies offers deep expertise in some of the 
largest SQL Server environments in the world on both bare-metal Windows Server and with VMware. He provides a 
holistic view of "deploying SQL Server."  

● Deployment and Implementation Guide for SQL Server on Pavilion – Bare metal Windows
● Deployment and Implementation Guide for SQL Server on Pavilion – Windows and SQL Server on VMware

To access these documents, customers can contact us https://pavilion.io/contact,and we will share a copy with 
you. 

Performance Testing Results 
Instead of telling you the Pavilion HFA has ultra-low latency, we will show you through testing. 

Tested Configuration 

Software 
● DskSpd 2.1 for Windows
● FIO 3.9 for Linux
● VMware 7.0 U2 with the NVMe/RoCE driver
● Windows Server 2019 Datacenter Edition

o With NVMe/TCP and NVMe/RoCE drivers
● Linux Server CentOS 8.5

o With NVMe/TCP and NVMe/RoCE drivers

● Dual socket Broadwell E5-2690 v4 (14 cores per socket @ 2.6Ghz)
● 256GB Ram
● Single NVIDIA/Mellanox Connect-X 5 – 100GbE

Network 
● Mellanox SN2700 32-port 100GbE

● Pavilion HyperParallel Storage Array configure to present BLOCK storage volumes

Network Network 

Storage
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Testing Methodology 

Testing was performed on the above server and networking configuration. Windows Server was installed on the 
server, and DskSpd was run with varying block sizes from 4KB to 128KB, 100% read, and 100% write. We then 
installed VMware and ran DskSpd. Finally, Linux was installed, and FIO was run. See the tables below documenting 
those test results. A few comments regarding the tests: 

● All tests results are for a SINGLE server connected to a SINGLE LUN on the Pavilion storage array.
● DskSpd was used as the testing mechanism for Windows Server, and FIO was used for Linux
● Tests were performed with multiple environments (all using the same server hardware):

o Windows running on a bare metal server to Pavilion using NVMe-TCP
o Windows running on a bare metal server to Pavilion using NVMe -RoCE
o Windows running inside a VM on a VMware 7.0 server connected to Pavilion using NVMe-RoCE
o Linux running on a bare metal server to Pavilion using NVMe-TCP
o Linux running on a bare metal server to Pavilion using NVMe -RoCE

Test Results 

Our testing provides all block sizes from 4KB to 1028KB – we have in yellow 64KB block size, the standard block 
size for SQL Server. Please take note of the following: 

● Latency is the #1 most important performance metric for SQL Server
o Note the ultra-low latency at 64k block size using the NVMe/RDMA driver, while the NVMe/TCP

driver performance is still awe-inspiring at mid-sub-millisecond latencies.
● Windows running on VMware ESXi 7 performance for write is "the same" as a server running Windows on

bare metal. This is due to the high quality of the VMware-certified NVMe/RDMA (RoCE v2) driver.
Latency 

The latency on a Pavilion array is impressive, whether it is Linux, Windows Server, or Windows Server on VMware. 
This provides the ultimate flexibility in deployment, all at ultra-low latency. 
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Throughput and IOPs 
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Scaling IO’s – Test Results 

Because of Pavilion's multi-controller and multi-network port architecture, the IO throughput and IOPS scale linearly 
with every controller added while maintaining consistent latency. The table below documents the scaling 
performance from one controller to 20 controllers for both read and write workloads. Again, the performance scales 
linearly, providing consistent and predictable performance for the most demanding SQL Server workloads. 

Networking Considerations and Optimizations 
Understanding Networking Performance Considerations 

The network IO throughput in the server depends on how many NICs are utilized. The network IO throughput in a 
SQL Server environment leveraging a Pavilion system is shared with the HOST network throughput. So, the total 
available network capacity is contingent upon the base network capacity. See table below. 

NIC(s) Total GB/s 
1 x 100 GbE 12.5 
2 x 100 GbE 25 
1 x 25 GbE 3.125 
2 x 25 GbE 6.25 

A volume attached to a single volume controller in a Pavilion system with a 64KB block size can deliver 6.13GB/s 
with Windows RDMA, for example. Because of Pavilion's multi-controller architecture, more volumes can be 
leveraged to a server to "fill the pipe."For example: 

● A system with a single 100GbE NIC can support up to 12.5 GB/s, so to saturate that NIC using a 64KB
block size needs two (2) volumes from the Pavilion system on two separate controllers

● A system with two 100GbE NICs can support up to 25 GB/s, so to saturate that NIC leveraging a 64KB
block size needs four (4) volumes from the Pavilion system on FOUR separate controllers

● This scales in a linear fashion until the point you saturate some other resource in your server

This does not cover the traffic that SQL Server serves to its client hosts. Therefore, the recommendation is to have 
two (2) NICs in every server running SQL Server – one to serve SQL Server "storage traffic" and one to serve SQL 
Server "host traffic."  
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SQL Server Physical Server Networking Requirements to support NVMe-over-fabrics 

To provide the best consistent performance from a networking perspective for SQL Server, it is recommended that 
each SQL Server physical machine have two 100GbE NICs. NIC 1 is for SQL Server storage traffic, and NIC 2 is for 
SQL Server host traffic. In addition, each NIC should be on an independent network.  

SQL Server Environment Networking Requirements to support NVMe-over-fabrics 

Connectivity from the physical SQL Server to the Pavilion array should be done with at least one physical 100GbE 
NIC in the SQL Server host. However, the SQL Server to client hosts communication can use a 10GbE or greater 
NIC depending upon the performance required by that specific application. Therefore, it is not necessary that every 
SQL Server application host be 100GbE compatible. 

See the following diagram for an example topology. Please note that there are many ways to configure the physical 
network topology to optimize ports.  

Note that if you are using NVMe-RoCE (RDMA) and not NVMe/TCP, you will need to ensure that your network 
switches support RDMA (RoCE v2) technologies (most all do today). Our detailed deployment and implementation 
guides outline all the steps to configure your network fabric properly. In addition, please reference our SQL Server 
implementation and best practices guide for optimal network configuration options. 
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Summary 
The Pavilion HyperParallel Flash Array uses NVMe-oF and delivers impressive results in SQL Server environments, 
whether running on bare metal Windows, in a virtualized environment with VMware, or on Linux. The multi-controller 
architecture enables linear scale and throughput. As the Pavilion HFA's shows – latency matters, and the Pavilion 
array has the best latency in the industry with its support of NVMe-oF through certified NVMe/TCP and NVMe/RDMA 
for both VMware and Windows, all with consistent and predictable latency. Lower latency means more concurrency, 
which translates to more databases or more users on the same instance, which allows you to get more out of the 
hardware and software resources for SQL Server. Of course, this translates to $$$ savings, happy customers, and 
helps IT deliver better outcomes to the business.  

About Pavilion Data Systems 
Pavilion provides the data analytics acceleration platform enabling enterprises to derive greater value from their 
data—faster, simpler, and at scale. We are the perfect complement for AI/ML, HPC, analytics, edge, and other 
data-driven workloads and the ideal data IO platform for GPU-based computing platforms. The Pavilion 
HyperParallel Data Platform, powered by Pavilion HyperOS, delivers unmatched performance and density, ultra-
low latency, unlimited scalability, and flexibility, providing customers unprecedented choice and control. Learn 
why Fortune 500 companies and federal government agencies choose Pavilion. Visit www.pavilion.io or follow 
the company on LinkedIn. 




